
IDK RELEASES “495” FEAT. RICO NASTY, YUNGMANNY, BIG FLOCK, 
BIG JAM AND WEENSY 

 

PRODUCED BY JUICY J, IDK AND ACYDE; FEATURED IN THE 
SHOWTIME® DOCUMENTARY BASKETBALL COUNTY: IN THE WATER 

LISTEN HERE 

  
RAPPER/PRODUCER IDK TO SERVE AS MUSIC SUPERVISOR & 

COMPOSER FOR KEVIN DURANT’S DOCUMENTARY PREMIERING 
MAY 15 AT 9PM ET/PT ON SHOWTIME® 

 

  

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE  

 

May 13, 2020 (Los Angeles, CA) – Critically acclaimed rapper and producer IDK pays tribute to his 
hometown, PG County, with the track, “495,” named after the famous I-495 beltway in the DMV 

https://idk.lnk.to/495
https://www.dropbox.com/s/hjrkgko1foq5a3z/IDK_495.jpg?dl=0


and featuring DMV artists Rico Nasty, YungManny, Big Flock, Big Jam and Weensey. The hard-
hitting, high energy song was produced by GRAMMY® Award-winning artist Juicy J, IDK, and Acyde 
of No Vacancy Inn and is featured in Kevin Durant’s documentary BASKETBALL COUNTY: In The 
Water, premiering Friday, May 15 at 9pm ET/PT on SHOWTIME®. 

 

“The purpose of this song was to basically create unity amongst the DC/Maryland/Virginia 
area," IDK shares. "This is one of the first times I’ve seen the DMV on one song; it just felt really 
authentic when we put it together. We have elements of go-go by having Weensey from Backyard 
Band in there, we have Rico Nasty representing for the women, Big Jam and Big Flock. Big Jam 
from VA, and Big Flock from PG, Maryland. It’s just a great feeling to have all these people on one 
track. The goal for me and Kevin with this project is to bring unity while telling our story in an 
authentic way.” 

 

Last Friday, Billboard announced that IDK will serve as music supervisor and composer for the 
film. As one of Washington D.C.’s most venerable and vital voices, not only did IDK take the helm 
on the music, he also narrates the documentary, spotlighting basketball stars from the DMV 
area. Watch a brand-new clip of the documentary HERE. For a limited time, new customers who 
sign up on SHOWTIME.com and the SHOWTIME® app can take advantage of a 30-day free trial for 
the SHOWTIME® streaming service, available on SHOWTIME.com and the SHOWTIME® app on all 
supported devices. 
 

IDK and KD represent a DC union of historic proportions, and it’s only the beginning. Further 
details to be announced soon. 

 

DOWNLOAD OFFICIAL BASKETBALL COUNTY: IN THE WATER CLIPS HERE 

 

MORE ABOUT IDK: 
IDK (Ignorantly Delivering Knowledge) is an innovator with few equals. The Maryland-raised 
rapper and producer subverted genre tropes with his 2015 debut project SubTrap, a nuanced and 
inventive exploration of the intersection of drug dealing and addiction. Since then, he's continued 
to make unprecedented moves both in and outside of the studio. After becoming the first artist to 
premiere an album with Forbes (2016's money minded Empty Bank), he partnered with Adult 
Swim to release 2017's IWasVeryBad, which featured everyone from DOOM to Chief Keef. Is He 
Real?, IDK's major label debut, is an ascent to another creative plateau. Released jointly via 
Warner Records and IDK's new label venture Clue, Is He Real? features rapping, singing and 
production from the Prince George's County native that's unlike anything he's done before. 

 

CONNECT WITH IDK 

Instagram | Twitter | Facebook  
 

For more information, please contact:  
Warner Records 

Aishah White 

Aishah.White@warnerrecords.com 
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